Gender in endocrinological diseases: biological and clinical differences
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Summary. In the last decade, increasing attention has been paid to understanding the influence that gender can have on both human physiology and the pathogenesis of diseases. What makes women different from men is essentially represented by sex hormones and, in fact, the attention of scientific literature has been, and continues to be, an understanding of the biological mechanisms activated by sex hormones that underlie the pathophysiological diversity between men and women. Our attention has been focused on the effects that these hormones, and above all estrogens, can have in explaining gender differences in the endocrine field. Diseases such as thyroid disease, diabetes mellitus, osteoporosis, acromegaly clearly present gender differences, mainly due to the different sexual hormone structure. Energy metabolism is also gender-specific, being greatly influenced by estrogen, both at rest and during exercise. These hormones also have a significant effect on the pathogenesis of autoimmune endocrine diseases, as suggested by their different prevalence, often significantly higher in women than in men. Ultimately, there are gender differences due to sexual hormones also in response to therapies, in terms of dose/response, efficacy and adverse events, although this aspect needs to be further explored.
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Gender-related differences in the endocrine system

Gender-specific medicine is a complex and intriguing challenge for the future of all medical specialties. However, endocrinology can be considered the most involved in explaining the pathophysiological mechanisms underlying gender differences. In fact, hormones represent what makes a woman different from a man. Generally, women and men have the same hormones but the production of sex steroids (estrogens, progesterone and testosterone [T]) and the way they interact with various organ systems is what makes the sexes so different. Men produce predominantly T from the testes in a relatively constant daily amount according to a circadian profile. A small amount of estrogens and progesterone is produced by the testes and the adrenal glands or is produced in the peripheral tissues, such as adipose tissue or liver, by the conversion of other precursor hormones. In contrast, women produce mainly estrogens and progesterone from the ovaries in a cyclical pattern while a small amount of T is produced by the ovaries and adrenal glands. The levels of female sex hormones follow a specific and oscillating profile, due to a complex interaction between the pituitary gland and the ovary. Keeping these basic physiological aspects in mind, it seems clear that epidemiology, clinical aspects, signs and symptoms of many diseases including the response to therapy and drug interaction can be very different between the sexes. For example, the most common endocrine diseases, such as thyroid diseases and diabetes mellitus, show marked differences between the sexes.
Gender-related differences and thyroid disease

Thyroid diseases are 5-8 times more common in women than men. Such data can be considered not only for clinical and/or subclinical hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism and for nodular thyroid diseases, but also for autoimmune conditions, such as Hashimoto’s thyroiditis and Graves’ disease. It can be hypothesized that female sex hormones (estrogens and progesterone) and their particular pattern may be involved in the higher prevalence of thyroid diseases in females. Differentiated thyroid carcinoma (DTC), the most common endocrine neoplasm, is also more common in women than in men, but evidence regarding gender-related differences is poor. According to data published by the Italian Association for Cancer Registries (AIRTUM) 2014, 78% of patients with thyroid cancer are females; however, females have a better survival rate than males of the same age. Therefore, thyroid cancer is more common in women, but is more aggressive in men. Pathophysiological reasons that may explain this difference are unknown, but it has been proposed that estrogens may play a fundamental role. This hypothesis is supported by evidence that thyroid cancer has a higher incidence in fertile women. A causal role for the number of children has also been suggested. According to a recent meta-analysis, women with children have an increased risk of thyroid cancer compared to men, but a linear relationship between the number of children and increased risk has not been demonstrated. Nevertheless, the recent guidelines published by the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists and the American College of Endocrinology in 2015 suggest that clinical trials do not support the role of estrogens as a risk factor for the development of thyroid cancer at present. Female sex, together with the absence of lymph node metastasis, and the American Thyroid Association (ATA) pediatric risk stratification system continue to be factors related to better outcomes in pediatric DTC, even in longer periods of observation (i.e., 32 years). Furthermore, girls with no lymph node metastasis at diagnosis, and those classified as low risk by the ATA pediatric risk stratification system were more likely to have no evidence of disease within the first year compared to boys. Regarding the therapeutic aspects, gender does not affect the function of salivary glands in patients affected by thyroid cancer undergoing first radioactive iodine therapy.

Gender-related differences and diabetes mellitus

Recently, it has been observed that diabetes mellitus also may have some gender-specific peculiarities; some data highlight that women have a longer-term illness and present a higher body mass index (BMI). In women, diabetes mellitus appears to be less controlled considering each metabolic parameter. Italian data from annals published by Associazione Medici Diabetologi (AMD), the Italian association of diabetologists, showed that diabetic women have a 14% higher chance of having glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) >9% regardless of insulin therapy, are 42% more likely to have low density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol >130 mg/dL regardless of statin therapy and have a 50% greater chance of having BMI >30 kg/m². These data seem to be partially confirmed in type 1 diabetic patients, in whom women show worse metabolic control and men have worse blood pressure. Furthermore, diabetic women, regardless of menopausal state, present a significantly higher risk of ischemic cardiomyopathy than diabetic men; diabetic women also have a worse prognosis after myocardial infarction and a higher mortality rate from cardiovascular disease than diabetic men. A Canadian study showed that long-term statin therapy reduces total and cardiovascular mortality after myocardial infarction and this effect is more pronounced over time in both sexes. However, this risk reduction is lower in women than in men suggesting a gender-specific model of therapy response. Regarding the metabolic aspect, women show a different behavior in their insulin response compared to men. In fact, the susceptibility to develop insulin resistance and insulin response to stimuli that physiologically improve or compromise insulin sensitivity is different in the two sexes. Women tend to have lower insulin sensitivity than their male counterparts, but increase their insulin response to maintain normoglycemia (Table 1). It can be suggested that these differences in insulin action may explain that in the pre-diabetic state, women are more prone to develop impaired glucose tolerance whereas their male counterparts are more susceptible to develop impaired fasting glycemia. This gender-related physiology may underline the different effects showed by a combined therapy with exenatide and metformin which induced better therapeutic results in women compared with men. Interestingly, the difference in sex affects the prevalence of diabetes that is reversed according to the stage of reproductive life; there are more diabetic men before the age of puberty, while there are more diabetic women after the age of menopause and in old age. The role of menopausal estrogen (E2) deficiency in the increased risk of type 2 diabetes in women has been extensively studied; it should be considered that estrogens affect positively glucose homeostasis within a physiological window and any change outside the physiological range, such as menopause or oral contraceptives, represents a risk factor for insulin resistance. In diabetes mellitus, women are at higher risk of experiencing hypoglycemia using insulin and for urinary tract and genital infection using gliflozin drugs; as a result of the use of thiazolidinediones, the risk of bone fractures in postmenopausal women increases.
Gender-related differences and osteoporosis

A large part of the clinical evidence is based on studies conducted on male subjects creating the so-called male-biased evidence-based medicine. Nevertheless, scientific studies on osteoporosis represent an exception to male-biased evidence-based medicine. In fact, osteoporosis has been always considered as a typical female disease while it is also common in males. As a consequence, osteoporosis is often investigated in women, especially in postmenopausal state and it is not often considered in men, also presenting significant risk factors. Interestingly, the Epidemiologic Study On the Prevalence of Osteoporosis (ESOPO), the main Italian epidemiological study on osteoporosis, was conducted on 11,011 women and 4981 men and it showed that in women the prevalence of osteoporosis is about 18.5% while in men it is about 10%. Similarly, the prevalence of osteopenia is 44.7% in women and 36% in men. The presence of bone fracture was confirmed in 17.6% of women and in 17.5% of men. Thereafter, mortality is 2-3 times higher in men with femur fracture than in women. These data suggest that bone health and status should be carefully evaluated even in elderly men. The pathophysiology of osteoporosis is clearly gender-specific. Men tend to have a higher density and bone content and reach it at an older age than women, while women tend to lose bone at a younger age and at a faster rate than men and also have higher bone reabsorption markers. Later, the production of sex hormones decreases earlier and more markedly in women than in men; this aspect can be the basis of the presence of fractures about 5-10 years earlier in women than in men. Indeed, estrogens play a crucial role in bone health both in women and in men and their deficiency is believed to be the main cause of bone loss in postmenopausal women and in elderly men. Estrogens inhibit generation and activity of osteoclasts through an upregulation of osteoprotegerin, decrease T cell activation and consequently also interferon-γ release by T cells, and increase intestinal calcium absorption. In women, estrogen decline is abrupt during the menopausal period, while in men the decline in T and, consequently, estrogen is low and constant with aging, so it is easy to understand how gender differences in osteoporosis exist. In postmenopausal women compared to premenopausal women an increase both in bone formation markers and in bone resorption markers is observed suggesting an increase in the rate of bone remodeling as confirmed by histomorphometry. In elderly men, biochemical markers of bone degradation seem to increase but bone formation markers appears to be stable or decreased suggesting a low bone remodeling rate (Table 1)18. Furthermore, an alteration of the inflammatory state of the bone has been demonstrated to be more pronounced in postmenopausal women than in older men, thus negatively affecting bone health.

According to the underlining causes, osteoporosis may be primary or secondary and in women secondary osteoporosis represents 20-40% of cases while this value rises to 65% in men. Scientific studies on osteoporosis therapy have also focused their attention on women considering their results applicable to men. However, it seems that women are more prone to suffer from side

---

Table 1. Pathophysiological effects of sex hormones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estrogens</th>
<th>Thyroid</th>
<th>Increase thyroxine-binding globulin; decrease free fraction of thyroxine; down-regulation of the thyroid somatostatin receptor22, 64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glucose metabolism</td>
<td>Increase insulin sensitivity; protect pancreatic β-cells10,11, 65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>Inhibit generation and activity of osteoclasts; up-regulation of osteoprotegerin; decrease T cell activation; decrease IFN-γ release by T cells; increase intestinal calcium absorption18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle</td>
<td>Increase levels of pro-anabolic factors; reduce muscle inflammation; decrease muscle damage; increase post-exercise muscle satellite cell activation and proliferation; increase intrinsic contractile muscle function</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH/IGF-1 axis</td>
<td>Decrease hepatic IGF-1 production; down-regulation of the thyroid somatostatin receptor22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adipose tissue</td>
<td>Increase gynoid fat deposition26; decrease postprandial fatty acid oxidation31,32; increase fat oxidation during submaximal exercise15,54; decrease energy intake; increase energy expenditure; reduce tissue inflammation65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immune system</td>
<td>Decrease proinflammatory cytokines56; inhibit production of TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-6; and activity of NK cells (high level)57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testosterone</td>
<td>Adipose tissue</td>
<td>Suppress the adipogenic line cells and favor the myogenic line; increases lipolysis and the number of β-adrenergic receptors on the membranes of adipocytes; inhibit triglyceride uptake and lipoprotein lipase activity29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle</td>
<td>Muscle mass and strength29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GH, growth hormone; IFN, interferon; IGF, insulin growth factor; IL, interleukin; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.
effects associated with bisphosphonates. The higher relative cases of atypical bone fractures in women than in men are not entirely related to an increased use of bisphosphonates, but also to gender per se, which should be considered a risk factor for atypical fracture.

**Gender-related differences and the growth hormone/insulin growth factor 1 axis**

Clinical evidence supports the effects of estrogens on the growth hormone/insulin growth factor 1 axis (GH/IGF-1). In fact, several studies have shown that estrogens inhibit GH-stimulated hepatic production of IGF-1. In turn, GH levels rise to overcome the inhibitory effects of estrogen. It has been observed that the levels of GH are higher in women than in men and they fluctuate according to the phase of the menstrual cycle and depend on the menopausal state. Moreover, during the first trimester of pregnancy, estrogen levels increase and consequently IGF-1 levels decrease in the absence of any change in GH levels. IGF-1 levels increase from the beginning of the second quarter due to the gradual increase in placental GH. The effect of estrogens on the GH/IGF-1 axis is also noteworthy even in those pathologies characterized by deficiency or excess of GH.

Women suffering from GH deficiency require a much higher dose of recombinant human GH (rhGH) than women. Women taking oral estrogens need a higher dose of rhGH than those taking transdermal estrogens. It can be hypothesized that the inhibitory action of oral estrogens on the metabolic effect of GH is mediated by stimulation of cytokine 2 suppressor expression (SOCS-2), which in turn inhibits the phosphorylation of Janus kinase 2 (JAK2), a key passage in the signaling path JAK2/STAT5 activated by GH; the absence of the enzymatic function JAK prevents GH from exerting its metabolic effects, including the hepatic synthesis of IGF-1. Indeed, stimulated JAK2 adds a phosphate group to specific tyrosine residues on the cytoplasmic domain of the GH receptor; therefore, using its Src homology 2 (SH2) domain, STAT5 binds to these phosphorylated tyrosine residues. The bound STAT5 is phosphorylated by JAK2 to specific tyrosine residues, and is ready to form homodimers or heterodimers to act as a transcription factor (Table 1).

Women suffering from acromegaly show lower IGF-1 levels than men who suffer from the same condition. It is interesting to highlight that in some specific acromegalic women IGF-1 levels decrease during the first trimester of pregnancy. A possible explanation could be the physiological increase in estrogen levels and their subsequent inhibition of IGF-1 production in the liver. This mechanism can be considered as a possible reason for the improved clinical conditions of acromegalic women during this period. Acromegaly has also shown some clinical differences between the sexes; it seems that some specific metabolic alterations of acromegaly are gender-specific. Acromegalic women are more prone to suffer from insulin resistance and metabolic syndrome than men, even in the absence of significant differences in blood glucose and/or HbA1c. In addition, a higher prevalence of metabolic syndrome, visceral obesity and diabetes mellitus was observed in postmenopausal women compared to premenopausal women and men. It is interesting to note that the administration of rhGH often leads to hypothyroidism through both central and peripheral mechanisms; in particular, rhGH appears to decrease the thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) level by increasing IGF-1. In fact, IGF-1 seems to be involved in the direct stimulation of somatostatin mRNA synthesis and, in turn, somatostatin inhibits TSH secretion. This process has not always been observed in women and it seems that gonadal hormones play a fundamental role due to their inhibition of IGF-1 secretion, as mentioned above, and their down-regulation of the thyroid somatostatin receptor (SSTR) by estrogen. SSTRs 1, 3, 4 and 5 are highly present in normal thyroid tissue and estrogen has a differential effect on distinct SSTRs, down-regulating the expression of SSTRs 1 and 5. These data should be considered to more carefully evaluate metabolic homeostasis, obesity and nutrition in postmenopausal women in order to reduce cardiovascular events.

These data suggest a gender-specific metabolic imbalance, but many other factors may represent a possible explanation and other studies are warranted before drawing a definitive conclusion.

**Gender-related differences and fat metabolism**

Women and men also show marked differences in the incidence of obesity; in fat deposition patterns, and in fat metabolism; women generally have a higher percentage of fat mass, and are more likely to deposit fat subcutaneously and on their lower extremities while men are more likely to deposit visceral fat in the abdominal region. Adipose tissue increases with puberty and early pregnancy in women, suggesting gonadal steroids can influence body fat. After menopause-induced estrogen loss a shift towards visceral adiposity occurs, which is sensitive to estrogen therapy. These facts highlight the importance of estrogens in subcutaneous fat accumulation. At cellular level, estrogen function is mediated by estrogen receptor alpha (ERα) and beta (ERβ) although recent research observed nongenomic and rapid effects of steroid hormones throughout cytosolic or plasma membrane-associated receptors. Both ERα and ERβ are expressed in subcutaneous and visceral adipose tissues; however, it seems that ERα plays a pivotal role in sexual dimorphism.
of fat distribution. Female and male mice that lack ERα have visceral obesity with severe insulin resistance. Estrogen seems to promote and maintain the typical female fat distribution affecting lipolysis which is controlled in humans primarily by the action of β-adrenergic receptors (lipolytic) and a2A-adrenergic receptors (antilipolytic). Estrogen increases the number of anti-lipolytic a2A-adrenergic receptors in subcutaneous adipocytes; in contrast, no effect of estrogen on a2A-adrenergic receptor mRNA expression was observed in adipocytes from the intra-abdominal fat depot where a high a2A/β ratio is present18. T exerts its anti-obesity effect by activation of the androgen receptor (AR) pathway on mesenchymal stem cells, suppressing the adipogenic line cells and favoring the myogenic line. Furthermore, T increases lipolysis and the number of β-adrenergic receptors on the membranes of adipocytes and inhibits triglyceride uptake and lipoprotein lipase activity. Nevertheless, in women hyperandrogenism positively correlated with visceral fat, waist circumference, and insulin resistance. Androgen excess may induce these effects through both central and peripheral mechanisms. Failure to activate leptin with consequent blockage of brown adipose tissue thermogenesis and reduced expression of hypothalamic proopi- melanocortin may represent important central control mechanisms. Peripherally, the interaction with estradiol may explain the different effects of T on women metabolism39. Additionally, cross-sex hormonal therapy of male-to-female transsexuals increases the amount of subcutaneous adipose tissue accrual relative to intra-abdominal adipose tissue and a more masculine body fat distribution with a lower hip circumference in transmen50. Estrogen affects also fuel metabolism reducing postprandial fatty acid oxidation leading to an increase in body fat which may account for the increased fat mass observed in women compared to men and the increase in fat early in pregnancy (Table 1)31. Interestingly, O’Sullivan et al showed that basal lipid oxidation was reduced in pregnant and non-pregnant women compared to postmenopausal women and postprandial lipid oxidation was reduced in pregnancy compared to non-pregnant healthy women, who in turn have lower postprandial lipid oxidation than postmenopausal women32. A possible explanation for this efficient fat storage of energy in female puberty and in early pregnancy is the obvious biological advantage in preparation for fertility, fetal development and lactation51. Otherwise, women show a greater reliance on fat oxidation than men during submaximal exercise and it seems to be due to both genomic and non-genomic estrogen actions. In particular, estrogens mainly act through ERα in skeletal muscle to stimulate the genomic expression of proteins to increase the availability of long chain fatty acids (LCFA) improving adipocyte lipolysis and increasing intra-myocellular lipid storage. Following on, estrogens affect fuel metabolism during exercise by non-genomic means to increase the activation of 5’ adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase (AMPK)33,34.

Most scientific studies on drug response have been performed on male subjects and the results have been considered valid also for women assuming that gender did not affect the outcome (Yentl syndrome). However, it should be noted that in 2005 eight out of ten prescription drugs were withdrawn from the US market because of women’s health issues52. Recently, the NHS and Medical Research Council evaluated the causes and effects of women’s socio-demographic exclusions from clinical trials; therefore, use of statins and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) have been investigated. These drugs demonstrated a marked difference in the gender of subjects included in the trials. Studies on NSAIDs have reflect ed the population in which they were used, while those for statins did not and only 16% of women were includ ed in trials compared with 45% who were using statins53. The therapeutic response may be different between genders and even if evidence is far from being definitive, the existing data are to be considered and evaluated. Indeed, it is well known that cytochrome expression may be a gender-specific altering drug metabolism. As regards lipid-lowering drugs, it has been observed that women on atorvastatin have more side effects (i.e., increased liver enzymes and myalgia) than men. However, atorvastatin and rosuvastatin seem to have similar efficacy in both sexes54. On the contrary, fenofibrate improves lipid profile more in women than in men, reduced cardiovascular events by 30% in women and 13% in men55,59.

Gender-related differences in sarcopenia

Sarcopenia is an age-related syndrome defined by the loss of muscle mass and strength, associated with chronic diseases, sarcopenic obesity and prolonged immobilization. However, it also represents a physiological condition of aging. The etiology of sarcopenia is multifactorial but still poorly understood; a decrease of anabolic hormones plays a role in the development and in the maintenance of sarcopenia. In particular, the decrease in T appears to be crucial in elderly men and administration of T in hypogonadal men may be extremely helpful in limiting the loss of muscle mass and strength. In postmenopausal women, evidence regarding the effect of abrupt decrease of estrogens on muscle mass and strength and, eventually, the impact of hormonal replacement therapy (HRT) is scarce. During menopause, women show a marked decrease in muscle mass and strength, while in men this loss is constant and takes place more slowly; however, this is not shown in women undergoing HRT50. A meta-analysis showed that strength was significantly greater in women on HRT. The effect sizes were calculated as the standardized mean difference and
amounted to 0.23, equating to women on HRT being ~5% stronger; nevertheless effect sizes tended to be greater (~0.45) when only randomized, controlled trials were considered or when strength was normalized for muscle size, indicating that estrogens affect positively muscle strength41. Estrogens appear to act via several mechanisms, such as increased levels of pro-anabolic factors, reduced systemic and muscle inflammation, decreased muscle damage, augmented post-exercise muscle satellite cell activation and proliferation. Furthermore, estrogens seem also to augment intrinsic contractile muscle function altering myosin functions as reported by increased strength normalized to muscle size (Table 1)40,42. A recent study with monozygotic twin pairs showed that thigh muscle cross-sectional area tended to be larger, relative muscle area greater, and relative fat area smaller in HRT users than in their sisters. In particular, tibolone administration increased muscle cross-sectional area43. Tibolone is a tissue-specific compound with estrogenic, progestogenic, and weak androgenic activities44. Tibolone showed promising effects increasing significantly hand-grip strength compared to placebo in postmenopausal women and improving markedly isometric knee extension strength, adjusted for BMI45. In a cross-sectional study, mean knee extensor strength was higher in women taking tibolone or estrogen compared to no HRT46. Following on, tibolone seems to affect body composition, increasing the lean mass and decreasing the total body fat mass44,47-49. Thus, the lower rate of falling in the tibolone group observed by Cummings et al might reflect an androgenic effect on muscular function50.

Gender-related differences in endocrine autoimmune diseases

The immune system is a host defense system, which includes many biological structures and processes within an organism that protects against disease. The immune system works differently according to gender; in fact, women are able to produce a stronger immune response than men and this applies to both humoral and cell-mediated response. In particular, women show a more efficient process of phagocytosis, antigen processing and presentation, and an increased production of cytokines and circulating antibodies in response to stimulating antigens51. At high levels, estrogens may promote inhibition of production of tumor necrosis factor-α, interleukin-1 beta, interleukin-6 and of activity of natural killer (NK) cells, whereas progesterone inhibits Th1 response, activity of NK cells, macrophagy, and T cells, nitric oxide production and promote Th2 response52. These sex-based differences in immune responses, affecting both the innate and adaptive immune responses, contribute to differences in the pathogenesis of infectious diseases in males and females, the response to viral vaccines and the prevalence of autoimmune diseases53. This marked activation of immune response in women may have pros and cons; on the one hand, it helps to protect against infections, but on the other it can be responsible for the development of immune mediated diseases (i.e., autoimmune diseases)53. An autoimmune disease is a condition arising from an abnormal immune response to a normal body part. It is a chronic disease whose etiology is unknown. Many factors have been studied as possible causes explaining the onset of an autoimmune disease but there is no conclusive evidence55. It has been observed that most autoimmune diseases are more prevalent in women than men (Table 1)56,57. Endocrine autoimmune diseases, such as Graves’ disease and Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, are 7-10 times more common in women than in men. In Graves’ disease it has been observed that women have a worse prognosis than women when treated with anti-thyroid drugs (ATD) and they present not only a larger thyroid volume at onset of disease, but also a more marked familiar autoimmune background. These aspects may underline the worse prognosis in males undergoing ATD58. No gender difference is present in type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM)53. In T1DM, pubertal age is associated with a decreased incidence in girls who maintain stronger residual β-cell function than boys59-61. This suggests that female gonadal hormones transiently protect against T1DM. Consistent with this possibility, serum levels of estradiol are decreased in adolescents with T1DM, suggesting that they are not protected by E252. Gender-related differences in autoimmune diseases are not only related to prevalence, but also involve clinical signs and symptoms, drug response, disease course and overall survival63.

Key messages

- Gender-related differences are present both in human physiology and pathophysiology.
- Sex hormones play a pivotal role in explaining gender-related differences.
- The endocrine system is deeply affected by sex hormones.
- Gender-specific metabolic imbalances present in endocrine diseases, as well as many other factors, may represent a possible explanation of the prevalence and severity of the various complications caused by disease.
- Gender-related physiology may explain the different effects of a therapy which induce different therapeutic results in women compared with men.
Conclusions

Finally, gender-specific aspects can be observed in several endocrine diseases but the majority of these aspects have not been carefully assessed so far. However, evidence in the scientific literature holds that gender should always be considered in every element of the disease, from the causes to the treatment.
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